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SOJ 5(14) 
Towards Tactical Mobility and Napoleonic Horse Artillery 


Stephen Summerfield of Loughborough University 
 


“Great battles are won with artillery”  
Napoleon, June 1813 


Introduction 
The creation of artillery that could keep up with the cavalry on the battlefield was a natural progression in 
the constant need for the need for more mobile artillery. There was always a balance to be struck between 
mobility and firepower.  
 
Galloper Guns were introduced into the Swedish Army by King Gustavus Adophus during the 30 Years 
War (c 1639) to provide fire support to his cavalry.188 At Fehrbelin (28 June 1675), Elector Frederick 
William I of Bavaria (1620-88) supported his 5,600 cavalry with twelve Falconette light guns.189At Fontenoy 
(11 May 1745), the British used six Falconette [1½-pdr] galloper guns to support their cavalry but their use 
were soon abandoned. The Bengal and Madras Armies of the East India Company also had from the 
1740s galloper guns attached to their cavalry and these remained in use until Horse Artillery was 
introduced to Madras (1805) and Bengal (1811).190 
 
Horse artillery may be defined as fully mounted [Prussian Horse Artillery], semi-vehicle [RHA] or vehicle 
mounted [Austrian Cavalry Batteries]. Each had advantages. According to Smola (1827), the vehicle 
mounted artillery required less horses than the Prussian fully mounted horse artillery, was able to deploy 
faster and less vulnerable to counter battery fire.191 
 
Prussian Horse Artillery 
It was created by Frederick II as a response to the Russian artillery encountered in a number of cavalry 
only actions in 1757-58. In May 1759, Frederick II instructed the forming a company of Horse Artillery 
with 20x 6-pdrs and 4x 7-pdr Howitzers at the camp of Landeshut in May 1759. Each piece had a limber 
with 80 rounds and drawn by six horses. The gunners were fully mounted on horses.192 During the 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, the Prussian Artillery was equipped with 6x 6-pdrs and 2x 7-pdr 
Howitzers. At Pirmasens (1793) and Kaiserlautern (28-30 Nov 1793), the Prussians horse artillery showed 
that they could outfight the French horse artillery.193 
 
Austrian Cavalry Artillery  
In June 1760, the Austrians soon emulated the Prussians by creating a battery of horse artillery after 
capturing a battery at Maxen (21 Nov 1759).194 After some experiments during the Seven Years War, the 
Austrians attached 12x 3-pdrs drawn by 4 horses to each of their Cavalry Division in 1768.195 
 
In 1776, Freiherr von Rouvroy196 designed the 6-pdr cavalry gun and howitzer where the Austrian 
gunners sat on the Wurst seat mounted on the trails and only the commander was mounted.197 This 


                                                 
188 Butalia (1998) p9 
189 Hoyer 1798 [Translated by Digby Smith (Aug 2010) SOJ, 1(06)] Biography of  Hoyer see Summerfield (Aug 2010) 
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cavalry artillery were first used during the War of Bavarian Succession in 1778.198 During the 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, Austrian gunners were well known for their efficiency.199 
 
Lesser German States 
In the 1780s, many of the Lesser German States including Hessen-Kassel, Hanover and Württemberg 
formed horse batteries mainly using 3-pdrs.200 
 
French Horse Artillery - In 1779, Jacques Manson designed and built Wurst Wagons for his proposed 
horse artillery. This was turned down by Gribeauval mainly on cost and the conservatism of the French 
Artillery.201 
 
In 1791, General Dumas created two Artillerie Légère [vehicle mounted] batteries where the gunners were 
mounted on Wurst Wagons. The Gribeauval 8-pdr was used out of necessity and was designed in 1765 
before horse artillery was considered by the French.202 This form of horse artillery was adopted by the 
Bavarian and Württemberg “Light Artillery” with specially constructed Wurst Wagons.203 
 
In 1785, Marquis de Lafayette observed the Prussian horse artillery on exercise in Silesia and proposed 
the formation Artillerie Volante [flying artillery] to accompany the cavalry. It was not until 17 April 1792, 
Lafayette obtained the from the French Assembly the permission to created fully mounted horse artillery 
batteries that would act as regimental artillery for their cavalry armed with 4-pdrs.204 He considered “Well 
used, horse artillery is the safest means of shielding the movements of indifferently trained troops.” There were now 9 
horse artillery companies of which only 3 were Artillerie Volante. On 7 February 1794, the horse artillery 
became an independent force of 9 regiments of 6 batteries. Each had theoretically 4 officers, 72 men, 144 
horses, 4x 8-pdrs and 2x howitzers.205 
 
Napoleon’s decision to recast the Gribeauval pieces into the AnXI pieces coincided with the outbreak of 
war in 1803. This meant that French gun production took a considerable time to replace the old and 
captured equipment. The new horse artillery batteries had 4x AnXI 6-pdrs and 2x AnXI 24-pdr howitzers 
with all the gunners mounted on horses. In 1808, the carriages were modified to use the metalwork, axle 
and wheel from the obsolete Gribeauval 8-pdrs as an attempt to reduce costs.206 By 1812, virtually the 
whole army used AnXI equipment.207  
 
British Horse Artillery  
From the mid 1770s, there was a great deal of interest in providing more mobile guns. Trials started using 
Desaguliers designed Long 3-pdrs as Cavalry Artillery with the gunners mounted on the limber and 
ammunition wagon was trialed in 1778 by William Congreve Senior.  
 
In 1788, William Congreve Senior suggested that a horse artillery battery should consist of 4x Long 3-
pdrs and 2x Light 5½-in howitzers on block trails. Two of the Long 3-pdrs were soon replaced by 
Belford 6-pdrs. The experimental horse artillery underwent trials under the watchful eye of the Master 
General of Ordnance, the Duke of Richmond, at his Goodwood residence.208 
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On 1 February 1793, an addition corps to the Royal Artillery was formed from the experimental horse 
artillery company at Goodwood and on 21 October 1793 it received its Royal Patent to become the Royal 
Horse Artillery.209 It is interesting to note that the RHA used from 1798 the Light 12-pdr in mixed 
batteries with 6-pdrs and light 5½-in howitzers mounted on block trails until it was dropped at the start 
of the Peninsular campaign.210 This was best suited for the mobile reserve role. An example of the Light 
12-pdr can be seen at Royal Armouries at Fort Nelson in Portsmouth.211  
 
Charles Dupin (1820) who was an “observer” sent by the French to gather intelligence on the British 
Military in 1816 stated the following: 


“Light artillery would be perfect if the gun could move as rapidly as the fleetest cavalry, and follow without 
retarding it in any of its evolutions; and this will be effected whenever (the gunners being mounted, or 
otherwise conveyed with the gun) the horse drawing the piece shall not be impeded than those that carry the 
trooper with his arms and field equipment… The [British] light 6-pdr approaches the nearest of all cannon 
employed by military nations ...”212 


 
In 1815, half of the RHA were re-equipped with M1805 Blomefield 9-pdrs on block trails with the gun 
teams increased from 6 to 8 horse and acted as a mobile reserve successfully at Waterloo.213 
 
Russian horse artillery  
This was based upon the Prussian system was formed on 29 September 1794. In 1806, the horse artillery 
had the new M1805 6-pdrs and 10-pdr Unicorns. The latter was a form of shell gun with the same calibre 
as a 12-pdr. On occasion fire, it would 12-pdr shot which was useful in rearguard operations as it gave the 
impression that the enemy were facing position 12-pdr batteries. Often the horse artillery batteries 
operated in half batteries. By 1814, Russian artillery was considered to be superior to the other coalition 
allies.214 
 
Saxon Horse Artillery 
It was reformed in 1811 using their excellent M1810 6-pdrs and 8-pdr howitzers and were among the 
lightest horse artillery pieces in use during the later Napoleonic Wars.215 
 


Horse Artillery Battery Organisation 
The allocation of officers to artillery pieces were linked to the fact that orders to engage a target had to be 
carried out within the distance that a voice would carry. Batteries were also referred to as companies and 
troops (RHA). These could operate subdivided into a section of two guns or half batteries. Hence, a 
second lieutenant or NCO depending upon the country would command a section of two guns. A 6 gun 
battery of the RHA and French Horse Artillery, the three sections would take orders from the battery 
commander normally a captain. In an 8 gun battery as used by the Austrians and Prussians, two sections 
formed a half-battery commanded by a first lieutenant. The two half-batteries would be commanded by a 
captain. The 12 gun Russian batteries in effect operated as two 6 gun half batteries. 
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Horse Artillery Tactics 
Rouvroy (1802) stated clearly the problems of misuse of horse artillery: 


1. “If horse artillery was treated as other artillery with a stationary position in the line, its advantages are 
nullified, as well as depriving yourself from a very useful aid.  


2. “Even from an economical viewpoint, this is wrong, because costs to maintain horse artillery is much higher 
than normal artillery, and used in the same way its effect would not be better.  


3. “An even bigger mistake is its misuse as regimental guns attached to the cavalry, to add them always to the 
cavalry, and to reinforce these with the horse artillery.”216 


 
Initially the French deployed their newly formed horse artillery like battalion guns for their cavalry due to 
the poor state of their cavalry. This as many writers at the time agreed was a misuse of horse artillery. 
These included Rouvroy (1802) who warned:  


“During an attack by the cavalry on enemy cavalry the presence of the horse artillery will hamper the speedy 
and flexible movement of the cavalry, which is of the utmost importance during such combats. Although the 
horse artillery is much quicker than normal artillery, it still is hampered by its vehicles, and obstacles caused 
by the terrain, so that a solitary horseman from cavalry that has been beaten always will outrun it. If the 
attacking or defending cavalry is defeated, the horse artillery will not be able to keep up, and is therefore 
lost.”217 


 
General Foy stated that “the key principle of horse artillery was to get close and shoot fast.”218 The intention of the 
French Horse Artillery was to swiftly concentrate fire and then disengage. This had its dangers if opposed 
by Austrian, Prussian and especially British riflemen.219 
 
Horse artillery was increasingly used in the close support of an infantry assault without the need for the 
infantry to fire. The aim was to neutralise and shock the enemy rather than destroy the enemy in the 
infantry or cavalry assault. The logistic problem of supplying horse artillery for prolonged periods 
restricted their attacks to short periods that were hoped to be decisive. The aggressive use of horse 
artillery by the French survived into the First World War.220 
 
Frederick II of Prussia purpose for his creation of the Prussian horse artillery was to act a mobile reserve 
that could react quickly to battlefield situations rather than support the cavalry. This was a very effective 
use of horse artillery. The strength of the Austrian artillery forced Frederick II to create artillery reserves 
of horse artillery, 12-pdrs and the newly introduced M1768 10-pdr howitzers.221 
 
According to Rouvroy (1802),  


“Horse artillery should be the last reserve after the CinC committed all other troops. With its aid, he was 
able to put the crown his victory, or to limit the results of defeat. Horse artillery alone was able to undo the 
results of mistakes caused by the terrain, by the forces at his disposal, by his subordinate commanders, or by 
his own doing.”222 


 
In 1811, Major General Alexander Ivanovich. Kutaisov (1784-1812) who was the Russian Reserve 
Artillery at Borodino agreed with this assessment in his “General Rules for Artillery.” These included the 
following directly related to horse artillery.  


“The artillery reserve should principally be formed of horse artillery so it can use it superior speed. The reserve 
artillery commander should send batteries at their maximum speed as directed by the high command or at his 
own discretion.” 


 
Throughout the period the proper use of horse artillery caused serious discussion. It was generally agreed 
that it could quicker cover the ground compared with other artillery, and so was able to occupy any given 
position quickly, being able to leave such a position quickly again, and then redeploy to another position.  


                                                 
216 Rouvroy (1802) [Translated by Uythoven (2011) SOJ, 1(06)] His biography see Summerfield (2011) SOJ 1(07). 
217 Rouvroy (1802) [Translated by Uythoven (2011) SOJ, 1(06)] 
218 Griffith (1998) p239 
219 Griffith (1998) p240. 
220 Bailey (2004) p182 
221 Bailey (2004) p171 
222 Rouvroy (1802) 
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Horse artillery with its characteristic speed could close the gap itself caused by poor deployment or enemy 
fire. Also could be used to reinforce the part of his line with guns at the utmost speed, as soon as it will 
become clear that the enemy would have a numerical advantage on that part, especially if this numerical 
superiority could have bad results. The horse artillery would have to be positioned in the vicinity of the 
CinC or artillery commander for specific tasks. This was how the Russian Reserve Artillery was used at 
Borodino223 RHA was used at Waterloo (1815).224 
 
Horse artillery could quickly occupy any unoccupied favourable position to the front or flank of their 
lines support by several cavalry squadrons. They would be able to maintain such a position until 
reinforced by the infantry. Frederick II was able to give the impression that the high ground was 
defended by infantry at Reichenbach (1762). 


 
During a reconnaissance in force, the presence of horse artillery was important if there was a sudden 
retreat. Field artillery in this case would be a hindrance in this case. Horse artillery is very effective during 
cavalry operations executed in distant parts of the terrain where it was able to the infantry without sharing 
their slow movement rate. These were important in the Flying Columns formed by the Russians in 1812 
during the pursuit of the Grande Armée.225 
 
Horse artillery is indispensible during manoeuvres executed at quickly and in full view of the enemy. The 
horse artillery is able to fire at the enemy from one position after another, and finally to enfilade fire in 
the rear of the outflanked enemy line. French Horse Artillery support of infantry assault are well 
demonstrated at Altenkirchen (4 June), Rastadt (5 July) and Biberach (2 Oct 1796).226  


 
During assaults executed on a grand scale and for which speed is a condition for victory, horse artillery is 
very useful to support infantry. In case of failure, its speed can cover the retreat of the defeated troops. 
The Russian Horse Artillery at La Rothiere (1 Feb 1814) was admirable even by their opponents where 
Nikitin pushed over 30+ pieces within musket range of the French and opened fire.  
 
During a retreat the horse artillery is able to cover the army by continuous fire from one position after 
another, and still following the own troops without being cut off. At Craonne (7 Mar 1814), Nikitin used 
artillery to cover the retreat of infantry and cavalry. In the first line were placed 36x 6-pdrs fired canister 
supported 60 paces behind were 28 10-pdr Unicorns firing shell. The Marquis of Anglesey conducted a 
successful rearguard on his withdrawal from Quatre Bras to Mont St. Jean on the eve of Waterloo.  


 
The horse artillery was very advantageous in pursuit because it can leave one position, and deploy in 
another swiftly. The enemy suffering from its fire would be prevented from occupying new positions and 
would be able to complete victory moving from one position after another.  
 
Horse artillery was able to prevent enemy troops from enveloping their own lines, by deploying quickly, 
and firing in the flank of the attacking forces.  
 
In support of light infantry, horse artillery is able to execute movement and fire at speed that is 
advantageous during the retreat, when they can support the retreating troops at the utmost. “A” Troop 
RHA attached to Light Division undertook a fighting withdraw at Fuentes D’Onoro.227 
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The Limitations of Smoothbore Artillery 
Before discussing horse artillery, we need to consider the limitations of smoothbore artillery. Smoothbore 
ordnance was laid visually on its target and would have to cease if the target was obscured by men, horses 
or dust. The gun carriage would recoil 1.3-2.0 m on firing and so would then need to be run up each time 
and re-laid before firing another round. This was an exhausting process for the crew.228 
 
Kutaisov advised in 1811 the Russian Artillery:  


Fire at “more than 500 Sazhen [1067m] is ineffective” and “one should fire slowly to give enough time to 
aim accurately to make their movement difficult… at 300 [640m] it is effective enough” and “one is to fire 
faster to stop or at least to slow down his approach. At 200 [427m] and 100 [213m] it is murderous” 
and “to hit him as fast as possible, to overthrow or to destroy him.” 


 
The rate of fire was increased with the adoption of the Richtmaschine (Prussia 1742, Austria 1748 and 
Russia 1796), elevating screw (Russia 1757 and Britain c1750) and the elevating plate (France 1765). This 
eliminated having to adjust the elevating wedge after each discharge.229The maximum safe rate of fire for 
light guns was 2-3 rounds per minute and that of heavy guns 1 round per minute. In support of five 
successive attacks at Vicoigne (8 May 1793), two Gribeauval 8-pdrs fired over 300 rounds each and 
overheated killing two gunners.230 Hughes (1983) calculated that a light gun would cause about 2 
casualties per round fired at a range of 460-740m of a close order infantry or cavalry target.231 
 
Counter-battery was ineffective and many commanders including Wellington ordered the artillery not to 
“exchange fire with the enemy.”232 At canister range counter-battery fire was used as recounted by Lieutenant 
d‟Huvelé of the 1st Hanoverian 9-pdr Battery.  


 “At this time [6.30pm] three cannon [6-pdrs] belonging to the enemy’s horse artillery moved to N, which fired 
at the battery with canister. But after a few shots from our Hanoverian Battery one of these enemy’s cannon was 
destroyed and the others withdrew.”233 


 
Safe overhead fire over troops on the same level was only possible for guns over 740m as long as the 
target. Howitzers could do so but were still restricted by the ability to see their fall of shot.  
 
The cross country performance of horse artillery was similar to cavalry. However, this may be restricted 
by their four wheeled ammunition wagons with small front wheels such as the Gribeauval Caisson or 
Austrian Ammunition Wagon. This is the reason for the Austrians to have 6 pack-horses per piece each 
carrying 20x 6-pdr rounds or 10 howitzer rounds in addition to what was carried by on the piece.234 The 
RHA had fully articulated ammunition wagons with 5 foot wheels which gave them superior mobility 
across rough ground over the other nations.235 
 
Horse artillery could unlimber, bring the gun to action, load, laid on the target and fire the first round 
within 30 seconds. If the commander did not wish to limber up, he could advance manhandle the guns 
using Bricole ropes that could be assisted by a pair of horses attached to the axle in the case of the 
Austrians, Prussians and Russians. While withdrawing, the French would attach a Prolonge rope from the 
limber to the rear of gun carriage. Once the gun ceased firing the gun could be immediately moved. This 
could be used in some cases to advance requiring the gun to be turned on the end of the rope through 
180 degree.236 
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SOJ 5(13) 
Scharnhorst, Horse Artillery is much better suited to 


be used in the Reserve than Foot Artillery.  
Translated by Digby Smith 


 


Translator’s note.  
This article appeared in Volume III of “Gerhard von Scharnhorst Private und dienstliche Schrifte” reprinted by 
the Böhlau Verlag, Köln, Weimar, Wien, 2005. It was originally written in September 1802.  
 
At this point in his career, Johann David von Scharnhorst, born of common stock on 12 November 
1775, was 47 years old and had transferred from Hanoverian service to that of Prussia on 19 May 1801.  
 
He had already distinguished himself in combat in the campaign in the Netherlands in 1794 and had 
published a number of tactical papers, which had also enhanced his reputation as a military theorist and 
competent staff officer. On 16 September 1802, he had been ennobled, in reward for his services. On 26 
March 1804, he was appointed General-Quartiermeister-Lieutenant (Deputy Chief of Staff) of the Prussian 
army. King Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia valued his services very highly.  
 
In the 1806 campaign he was initially attached to Gen von Rüchel’s staff but on 6 September, he was 
transferred to that of the Duke of Brunswick. He made suggestions for the conduct of the forthcoming 
campaign but von Massenbach’s opposition was too strong. At the beginning of the battle of Auerstädt, 
the Duke, fearing that GM von Schmettau’s division was advancing too far too soon, sent von 
Scharnhorst to him to rein him in. He said to von Scharnhorst: ‘Ich mache Sie für alles, was bei der Division 
Schmettau geschiet, verantwortlich.’ [I hold you responsible for everything that happens to Schmettau’s 
division]. Scharnhorst was thus removed from army-level command and relegated to divisional level 
where he was unable to influence the course of the battle to any great degree. Shortly after he arrived at 
GL von Schmettau’s division, that general was mortally wounded and von Scharnhorst had to assume 
command of the formation. He soon achieved local success, but lack of cavalry under his command 
meant that he could not exploit it. Scharnhorst was the last Prussian officer to leave the battlefield that 
day and was slightly wounded during the action.  
 
On 17 October, he met and joined Blücher’s corps at Nordhausen; they were both captured at the 
capitulation of Ratkau. Scharnhorst was exchanged on 9 November 1806; he went to Ostpreussen, 
reported to the king and was attached to the staff of L’Estocq’s corps from 14 January 1807. The years 
from 1807 to 1813 were hard for Prussia and for von Scharnhorst.  
 
On 11 March 1813, he was promoted to General-Lieutenant and appointed General-Quartier-Meister 
(Chief of Staff) to von Blücher. On 17 March 1813, he published his “Verordnung über die Organisation der 
Landwehr” [Regulation for the Organization of the Landwehr] which called up all able-bodied men from 
17 to 40 years of age and on the 21 April he published his second Regulation, in which he stated: ‘all who 
have grown a beard are liable for service in the Landsturm’(home guard). On 27 February, von Scharnhorst left the 
his headquarters, at Czar Alexander’s invitation to visit Imperial Headquarters in Kalisch to discuss joint 
plans; the Czar later said: ‘Never have I seen a man with such a clear sense of planning and 
comprehensive knowledge as Scharnhorst’.  
 
The result of this conference was agreement that the old Kutuzov (at age 68) was to be C-in-C of the 
allied armies; Prussia was to command one of the two armies to be formed; von Blücher was to 
command the Army of Silesia, with von Scharnhorst as his Chief of Staff. The two men formed a near-
perfect command and planning team.  
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On 2 May the battle of Gross-Görschen was fought; due to the failure of the allies to exploit their great 
superiority in cavalry, it was a wasted opportunity. The French held firm and the allies withdrew in good 
order. It did, however, show how great were the improvements that had been wrought in the Prussian 
army. On 6 May 1813, von Scharnhorst was awarded the Order of the Iron Cross 2nd Class.  
 
There was one significant event – von Sharnhorst had been mortally wounded in that battle; he died eight 
weeks later in Prague. Prior to his death, the Austrian Feld-Marschal-llieutenant Prince von 
Schwarzenberg and General Radetzky (his chief of staff in the autumn campaign) visited him there on 31 
May and together they hammered out the principles of what later became known as the successful 
“Trachenberg Plan.”  
 
On 28 June 1813 von Scharnhorst died; the entire Prussian army was shattered by the news. Blücher’s 
reaction was: “Lieber noch eine Schlacht verlieren, nur nicht Scharnhorst.” [I would sooner lose another battle 
than lose Scharnhorst].  
 
It is against this background that his work should be read.  
 
This text is the final version of von Scharnhorst’s thoughts on this topic. The publishers have taken 
considerable trouble to compare this version with his initial draft, or ‘Konzept’ and every page contains 
footnotes highlighting any changes that he incorporated into the final version. I have not included these 
footnotes.  
 
In this paper, Scharnhorst often gives only passing reference to the battles and characters that he 
mentions; I have thus expanded these, to reduce the frustration of less knowledgeable readers.  
 


Digby Smith. 
Thetford,  


January 2011.  
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Point 1. Horse Artillery moves three times as fast as Foot Artillery 
(page 205) Horse artillery moves, in some cases, three times, in all cases twice as fast as foot artillery. If 
horse and foot artillery both halt behind the line, in order to support that part, which is suffering most 
under enemy attack, then the horse artillery will need, in most cases, only one third of the time that the 
foot artillery needs, in order to cover a specific distance.  
 
This advantage is that much greater and more important, because of the rule in grand tactics not to 
commit all one’s forces at once, but – as in the example of great field commanders Broglio185 in the Battle 
of Bergen186 to hold back a concentrated part of one’s forces, in order to be able to support a threatened 
section of one’s own army and to be able to exploit any enemy mistake and to be able to oppose any 
sudden enemy attacks on one’s own flanks and rear.  
 
For this reason, it may be confidently assumed, that a reserve composed of cavalry and horse artillery, will 
give a commander the right tools with which to counter a threat from any quarter.  
But only the educated tactician will be able to draw advantages from this use of horse artillery, not those 
who, not understanding the movements of all types of troops, without the skilful use of terrain and the 
exploitation of the mistakes of the enemy, without making the best combination of all factors, just sit 
passively there. The former increases the power of his forces by use of the principles of mechanics; the 
latter uses neither levers nor wedges.  
 
 


Point 2. Horse Artillery in reserve 
Even with a small Corps, horse artillery is much better-used in the reserve than foot artillery.  
 
The advantages of the use of the rapid movement of horse artillery over foot artillery, if both are used in 
the reserve, are much greater when considering a whole army, rather than a single corps of from 6,000 – 
8,000 men. In the former case, the distances involved e.g. from the centre to a flank are much greater, and 
in the latter case, the effects of the higher speed are not so obvious. But, this apart, even in the smallest 
corps, speed is vital, if the enemy has broken through at a point, if some battalions begin to waver, if the 
enemy has broken through a neighbouring corps and appears in our flank or rear. In all these cases, speed 
is decisive.  
 
It should be noted, that the remoteness of the reserve is a given, in that it must be at least 600 paces from 
the front line of the action or it will suffer degradation from enemy fire.  
 
Perhaps it is for this reason, that the French give every division (i.e. every 7 – 8,000 men) two horse 
artillery batteries, one of which is always in the reserve.  
 


Point 3. Foot artillery cannot always follow the infantry 
Horse Artillery must be included in every part of the order of battle, because foot artillery cannot always 
follow the infantry.  
 
From the foregoing piece, we must assume that a reserve of horse artillery must be included within every 
part (corps) that the army is divided into. This horse artillery is not there only to cope with those tactical 
situations which have been shown, but is almost essential for other reasons. Experience in war will soon 
show the observer that foot artillery soon falls behind the infantry when fast movements are carried out. 
This is understandable, as unlimbering and limbering a piece is a cumbersome process, even when the 
terrain is easy and the wheels cut in. The most common reason for this lagging behind, is that when 
infantry come into ground which is hilly, wooded, covered with undergrowth, or cut up with ditches and 
hedges, they just push forward, whereas the artillery can only proceed at certain points, often only along 
roads and tracks, thus having to make large detours. Difficult terrain holds them up again, as they can 


                                                 
185 Victor-François, duc de [DGS] 
186 now Bergen-Enkheim, north of  Offenbach on the River Main and east of  Frankfurt, on 13 April 1759 [DGS] 
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only move slowly over such ground and if they are moving between ditches and hedges, there are often 
obstacles, which have to be cleared away, before they can proceed.  
 
Added to these problems hindering rapid movement, there are others, which are inevitable and which 
affect all vehicles moving off-road. Things break on the vehicle itself, or on the harness of the teams; the 
horses become entangled, the vehicles collide with one another or are upturned etc.  
 
The observations which one makes over the movements of the foot artillery on the flat and its agility, 
cannot be considered to hold good in time of war, because (in peace time DGS) there is more evenness 
of speed and they occur less spasmodically and they are planned for, in that the terrain is scouted out 
beforehand, so that they avoid the larger obstacles.  
 
In order to convince ourselves of the difficulties which attend the movements of foot artillery, we have 
only to consider the lessons which history teaches us about the situation, which arose in the battle of 
Krefeld (23 June 1758 DGS). The corps of the Erbprinz von Braunschweig (Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand 
DGS) was on the right wing and had advanced without its regimental guns, when they were assaulted by 
superior cavalry. The regimental guns had been held up by the ditches, through which their infantry had 
just passed. In the battle of Minden (1 August 1759 DGS), when the English and Hanoverian infantry 
advanced, their regimental artillery was held up by the (slightly) sunken roads and were behind the front 
at the time of the first enemy cavalry attack and whole troops passed through the intervals (of our 
infantry line DGS). At Kunersdorf (12 August 1759 DGS), the fact that the artillery could not advance, 
cost the battle. There are many cases in which the foot artillery falls behind. They are not usually noticed, 
because everybody expects it to happen and they usually roll up later, but what use is that when the 
decisive moment has passed?  
 
In these situations, it is of greatest importance to have horse artillery at hand.  
 
If they have to make diversions due to the nature of the terrain (hedges and ditches), they can make up 
this time at a fast trot and will soon catch the infantry up again. The foot artillery needs not only three 
times the time, in order to catch up with the infantry, but more time to cover the difficult terrain.  
 
When, under such circumstances, the horse artillery arrives on the field, the crew is not tired, whereas that 
of the foot artillery will be panting, have spent their strength and will not serve the guns as well as 
otherwise.  
 


Point 4. Each detached cavalry command or detachment must have horse 
artillery attached,  
Otherwise they will not be able to exploit their speed, which is their real strength. A slight obstacle in the 
terrain, held by infantry and artillery, will often hold up the most numerous cavalry. Examples are the 
battles of Kolin (18 June 1757 DGS), Torgau (3 November 1760 DGS) etc. where a few good battalions 
of line infantry resist even the greatest cavalry superiority for some time, even in the plain. In all these 
cases, and in many others, it is always advantageous for the cavalry to have horse artillery at hand. These 
will shower the enemy infantry with grape and will force them to move, from which our cavalry will 
benefit.  
 
If the enemy has artillery with him, ours will advance in extended order, draw the enemy artillery fire 
upon itself, so that our cavalry may approach the enemy with minor loss and drive their plan through.  
 
If the enemy cavalry is in a strong position, perhaps, for example, behind a natural obstacle, which 
obviates any frontal assault, or if our cavalry were to be outflanked, as happened in the battle of Prague (6 
May 1757 DGS) because the terrain in which we were deployed was more cut up, or if, for other reasons, 
we wish to force the enemy to advance or retire before we do, horse artillery is, again, of great use.  
 
If these situations do not arise and if circumstances dictate that our cavalry should attack at once, so our 
horse artillery should advance rapidly to a point, and fire at the enemy, either in perpendicular or oblique 
fashion, while our cavalry attacks.  
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If they are unsupported, the horse artillery should retire, so that if the cavalry assault fails, they may fall 
back and have time to rally under their cover. The terrain will usually show the gunners where they should 
deploy in order best to be able to fulfil their mission, without exposing themselves to too much danger.  
 
If one studies military history, one will see that cavalry suffer from a deficiency: lack of firepower. As long 
as they are operating with other arms, this disadvantage is not too significant, but, if they make a rapid 
movement, or if part of them is detached, this can have grave consequences. They sought to minimize 
this disadvantage with dismounted dragoons, but this is coupled with many difficulties.  
 
Loss of time, uncertainty that one might be attacked by superior cavalry and lose one’s horses and many 
difficulties usually stand in the way of the execution of the operation.  
 
The rule, that cavalry must never be without horse artillery admits of no exceptions and is most vital to the successful 
achievement of every undertaking.  
 
One must never fear that the advantage of swift and unexpected attacks by cavalry may be compromised 
by the horse artillery. The cavalry does not use it (the horse artillery DGS) when they see an opportunity 
to attack and open the action; they have plentiful chances – as we have shown – to use it (on other 
occasions DGS).  
 
One may thus assume, that horse artillery allows the cavalry to make those quick and daring attacks, thus 
making better use of their strengths, than would be the case under other circumstances.  
 
 


Point 5. Horse artillery has a great advantage over foot artillery  
In all cases where the rapid transition of a considerable distance is involved. The advantage of the greater 
speed of horse artillery over that of foot artillery is especially important, where operations require the 
rapid covering of considerable distances of one or more hours’ duration, such as reconnaissance’s in 
depth, ambushing enemy corps, raiding winter quarters, supporting detached corps, defence of river lines 
etc. In such cases, horse artillery will arrive in ½ an hour, while foot artillery would take an hour or 1½ 
hours. This example clearly presents the advantage of horse artillery to those uninitiated (in military 
tactics DGS) and horse artillery should have been raised if for this purpose alone.  
 
The affair at Reichenbach (16 August DGS) 1762, has been mentioned as being proof of the advantage of 
horse artillery and it was used here in the above-mentioned fashion, to support a corps under the Herzog 
(Duke) of Bevern.  
 
The Revolutionary Wars have now catapulted them into a much greater arena and woven them so deeply 
and intimately into the fabric of the art (of war DGS) that this application is just one branch of the broad 
palette of advantages that they offer.  
 
 
 


Point 6. Horse artillery has a great advantage over foot artillery, when used 
with advanced and rear guards.  
With an advanced guard, it is often vital to occupy a vital point or to repel the attack of an encountered 
enemy force. In either case, it is possible to make much of the exploitation of the speed of horse artillery. 
In the first place, they can be there three times as fast as an un-mounted battery, and in the second, they 
allow one to mount a quick attack, without risking too much. For, if the enemy turns out to be too much 
stronger than we are, which easily may be the case, then horse artillery can, in the worst case, be 
withdrawn rapidly and saved, which is impossible with foot artillery.  
 
In the withdrawal, the advantages of horse artillery are much greater than in the advance. I have 
personally witnessed a case in a withdrawal, where a battery of horse artillery saved itself, while a foot 
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battery beside it was completely lost. The enemy had almost cut off the rear guard; the infantry fell back 
through hedges and over ditches, but the artillery had to use the roads; the horse artillery charged 
through, but the foot battery was lost.  
 
In an advance, if the advanced guard comes under pressure and one has open country behind it, it is 
possible to let them quickly through, to take up a new defensive position in close country. By keeping 
some artillery pieces with the last squadrons, one is able to keep the enemy at bay, so that he may not 
profit from this opportunity.  
 
With a rear guard, which has horse artillery with it, it is possible to hold the enemy cavalry in check in 
most terrain types, except in very open country, without running too great a risk. Two batteries of 
Hanoverian horse artillery were attached to the rear guard of the English army on its retreat from 
Flanders to Osnabrück (in late 1794 DGS). They were always with the last troops and often surrounded 
by the enemy – a gunner NCO had his hand hacked off as he was about to fire his piece – but in a series 
of actions, they lost only one gun.  
 
When the utterly demoralized French Armée du Nord withdrew from Caesar’s Camp to Arras (in mid-
August DGS) 1793, the much superior allied army was held back only by their horse artillery and cavalry. 
It was hoped to take them, but, as they always found a reserve position, within an hour’s march behind 
them, they saved themselves by virtue of their speed. Foot artillery would have been totally lost.  
 
The appropriate use of horse artillery, in combination with cavalry, has much reduced the risks, which are 
run by an army in the withdrawal.  
 


Point 7. Horse artillery is the only sure asset to be used in an outpost or in 
support of it.  
If the outpost stands in close terrain, with open country separating it from the army, only horse artillery 
and cavalry will be able to support them promptly in the case of enemy attack.  
 
Horse artillery is the only thing to place with very advanced posts, as this is the only arm that will be able 
to save itself if the enemy attacks in force.  
 
The custom of the French, of placing a pair of horse artillery guns behind their field piquets has great 
advantages. The piquets find close support, the enemy is held at bay and our army is alarmed to the 
enemy’s attack.  
 
The use of foot artillery in outposts is generally a very risky business. Such an outpost can – and should – 
only very seldom hold on if attacked by superior force; they are usually outflanked and then only speed 
can save the artillery. Even if the enemy advances only from the front, if foot artillery is involved, he must 
not be allowed to come too close before the guns withdraw, or they will also be lost. They must be sent to the 
rear in advance, that is to say, one must lose the effects of their fire.  
 
The movements of advanced outposts are, apart from this, very fast; they are on a long rein and move 
through close country as fast as possible. Foot artillery thus hampers their operations. The advance guard 
commanders know this and will usually seek to be rid of them as soon as they can.  
 
In the campaigns of 1793 and 1794, the French Armée du Nord had a so-called artillerie volante for use 
with their outposts. It was horse artillery armed with 4-pounder guns. The English gave horses to the 
gunners in the artillery of their Émigre Corps, just in order to be able to make best use of them. The few 
3-pounders with the light infantry corps of the imperial (Austrian DGS) army vanished in 1794; those lost 
were not replaced.  
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Point 8. The most important use of horse artillery is in troops in the “order 
of battle.”  
The experiences in battles such as Kesselsdorf (15 December 1745 DGS), Prague (6 May 1757 DGS), 
Zorndorff (25 August 1758 DGS) and Torgau (3 November 1760 DGS) seem to have taught us, that a 
line of infantry, with their regimental guns and with their batteries deployed before the line cannot be 
defeated, even by the most determined assault, even when fresh troops have been repeatedly thrown at 
them.  
 
The attacking battalions, in close order, suffer so heavily from the defensive artillery fire, that they fall 
into disorder 400 or 300 paces from those guns or from the line.  
 
They have been under (effective artillery DGS) fire from 1,500 paces, that is to say, about a quarter of an 
hour, and every gun has easily been able to fire 40 to 50 shots at them.  
 
If one wishes to attack a steady enemy infantry line, complete with its guns, with any chance of success, it 
seems that this must be done by means of artillery. They have to reduce the opposing infantry and 
artillery to disorder, before the compact line infantry battalions can advance and break through.  
 
But this cannot be achieved by foot artillery alone. They move so slowly, that they would suffer so heavily 
during their advance that their effective support could not be guaranteed in the immediate future. Here 
again, the horse artillery, taking only one third of the time, has a great advantage over the foot artillery, for 
their losses will be also only one third as great. The losses among the crews and their horses is no great 
factor, because they will not cause a halt, and will not be so heavy, that insufficient crews will remain. The 
replacement and costs of these losses should not be a cause for concern. The 3 batteries together do not 
have 200 riding horses and even in the worst case, fewer than half will be killed.  
 
If one wishes to break a flank or any point of an enemy line, one should form a battery of foot artillery at 
1,500 paces range and take the enemy under fire and thus draw the fire of the enemy upon themselves. 
Now our horse artillery will advance alongside the foot, close to grape range and bombard the enemy line 
decisively. In this case, one must have several batteries of horse artillery together and the guns should be 
12 to 15 paces from one another, so that the enemy fire will not be very effective against them.  
 
After each gun has fired 40 to 60 shots, our infantry line should advance; they will most probably 
encounter no great resistance.  
 
(Note Page 215 of this text is a roughly-drawn sketch plan ‘Nr 64’ DGS).  
The key to this sketch states: The attacking army pushes forward:  


‘1 battery HA’,  
‘2 battery HA’,  
‘3 batteries of foot artillery’ towards the enemy line, to bombard it at ranges of 400, 600, 1,500 
paces. (Faszikel 220, folio 16v).  
AA = enemy army;  
BB = our army;  
CC = 24 pieces of foot artillery at 1,500 paces range;  
DD = a brigade of grenadiers, destined to carry out the assault; they are followed by a brigade of 
cavalry as the second rank, who should charge as soon as they (the grenadiers DGS) reach the 
enemy;  
EE = 20 pieces of horse artillery, 600 paces from the enemy, moved into position after the foot 
artillery has been firing for some time;  
FF = ten pieces of horse artillery, which advance rapidly from G to a range of 400 paces from 
the enemy after the batteries at EE have been firing for some time, to shower the enemy with 
grape and reduce them to disorder.  


 
It is completely in accord with the nature of things, that horse artillery lend themselves much more to 
such an assault than does foot artillery. As mentioned, they will suffer only one third of enemy fire in 
their advance and their rapid appearance will surprise the enemy and not allow him time to adopt counter-measures. I 
was eye-witness to an event, where a battery of horse artillery advanced to within 400 paces of a line of 
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enemy cavalry, unlimbered and at once forced them to withdraw, even though the cavalry was ten times 
as numerous as the artillery. The unexpected, the uncertainty about the strength of one’s enemy can have 
great effects in such cases.  
 
If an assault cannot be mounted, the artillery must be withdrawn, as the enemy may act offensively 
against us. Again, in this situation, horse artillery will extricate themselves from danger far more easily 
than foot artillery.  
 


Point 9. Horse artillery lends itself much better for use in a feint attack than 
does foot artillery.  
Horse artillery can ride up to within cannon-shot without risk, if other troops are available to support 
them. If they are deployed in the intervals (of the line DGS), they will not suffer so much damage that 
they will be silenced, that is to say, that they must stay out of the range of grape.  
 
It is not true that they cannot stand up against foot artillery or that they will suffer heavy 
losses due to the higher number of horses that they have.  


1) In such cases the riding horses do not stay with the guns; one half fall back to the right of the 
piece, the other half fall back to its left, so that balls aimed at the guns will not hit them.  


2) If the (foot battery DGS) is a 12-pounder, it will have no ammunition in the limbers and their 
(ammunition DGS) wagons will be up with the guns and will thus expose more horses that a 
horse battery.  


3) It is possible to place the guns of a horse battery farther apart that those of a foot battery, 
because the former will never stand and wait to be attacked.  


4) If enemy cavalry advances, horse artillery will limber up and withdraw into the protection of their 
escorting troops, to their rear in the line.  


 
This can happen without risk, as the refused flank will be out of gunshot range (2,400 paces from the 
enemy) and if the horse artillery have advanced just to 1,400 to 1,500 paces from the enemy, they have 
900 paces ‘time’ in which to withdraw into protection. The (enemy DGS) cavalry will have to cover 2,400 
paces in order to catch them, which will take 5 to 6 minutes. The horse artillery will need only a maximum 
of 4 including limbering up and unlimbering.  
 
Horse artillery thus offers the chance to a refused flank to engage the enemy, without our troops being 
involved in the action or being exposed to fire. This is a very important use of horse artillery, which 
occurs in almost every action and battle.  
 
It is almost always the case that a commander has a part of his army, that he does not want to commit, 
but which the enemy wishes to attack.  
 
It is not only in the cases of refused flanks, but on other occasions, that one has to engage the enemy, 
without being able to judge his strength or the situation in which one finds oneself. Here, cunning 
demands that one holds one’s strength back and in concealment, while testing the enemy. This can only 
be done safely by use of horse artillery.  
 
 


Point 10. Horse artillery has advantages over foot artillery also in defensive 
positions, where one awaits the enemy’s attack.  
That horse artillery offers advantages over foot artillery in situations in which one allows oneself to be 
attacked, has already been shown in the first section, dealing with their use in the reserve. Their advantage 
in the postulated situation is not limited only to their use in the reserve. If we have a situation such as that 
of the Herzog von Bevern (on 22 November DGS) 1757 at Breslau, behind a river (the Lohe DGS), and 
the enemy wishes to force that river line by use of his superior artillery, our horse batteries will stay 
concealed behind terrain features, until the enemy starts to build his bridge. At that point, several of our 
guns will speed forward, through the enemy gunfire and destroy all the material that they can. If enemy 
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infantry is already across, our horse batteries will close to 400 paces and open up with grape. These 
batteries risk nothing, for the enemy guns, on the far side of the river, cannot fire for fear of hitting their 
own infantry. These guns, if attached to their limbers by the prolonge at time of unlimbering, may then 
still be used against the enemy, even if forced to withdraw. They may engage the enemy from the front, 
whilst other of our troops attacks them from the flanks. Foot artillery cannot do this; they cannot move 
swiftly enough to engage the enemy; they suffer too much damage from enemy guns in their advance and 
they do not combine the moral effect of surprise together with their physical effects.187 
 
If our army has detached redoubts or close country, streams etc. to its front, into which the enemy line 
battalions must break, then, as soon as they emerge from this obstacle belt, our horse artillery will charge 
forward to within 400 paces of them and will fire grape continuously. As they have been concealed prior 
to this moment, they will be able to work to their full potential.  
 
In this manner one attacks the enemy offensively, even when one is on the defensive.  
 
We have only one example of this type of tactic and that was used in the battle of Pirmasens (14 
September 1793 DGS). This tactic can be used in every case in which one lets the enemy attack; it only 
needs the correct arrangements to have been made.  
 
 


Point 11. If one is attacking the enemy to one’s front and also wishes to 
outflank him at the same time, cavalry and horse artillery are the ideal tools 
for the job.  
If one is attacking an enemy to one’s front and during that operation, one notices that it is possible to 
outflank him as well, this operation will require great speed from the units to be chosen for that task. This 
is partly because the enemy may detect our purpose and move to one side, to frustrate our aim and partly 
because the outflanking move will have to be made, so that it coincides with our frontal assault. Only 
cavalry and horse artillery have the necessary speed to achieve this.  
 
If General von Ziethen, in the battle of Kollin (18 June 1757 DGS) had had 5 or 6 batteries of horse 
artillery with the numerous Prussian cavalry of the left wing, they could have trotted to occupy the heights 
of Krzeczor, as soon as it was noticed that the Austrian army was executing a flank march, in order to 
avoid being outflanked, the horse artillery could have engaged the enemy infantry and artillery, while the 
cavalry continued their move and General von Hülsen came up with the advanced guard. (As it was, the 
Prussians were heavily defeated DGS).  
All local outflanking moves, which take place by day and in open country, can only succeed if they are fast 
enough and only cavalry and horse artillery have that necessary speed. Using slower units would give the 
enemy time to evade our thrust.  
 
Horse artillery is essential here, because once they have reached the key point, they will be able to hold 
close terrain, such as woods, until our infantry comes up, which would not have happened, had cavalry 
been used alone. Further, with horse artillery, we would be able to attack enemy infantry and artillery – if 
not too strong – and drive them out of close terrain, which they would have been able to hold against our 
cavalry. In some respects, horse artillery would have taken over the role on infantry in this instance.  
 
If it is said, that the enemy would be able to counter all our moves with his cavalry and horse artillery, this 
proves that he would have great advantages over us, had we not numerous horse artillery. It would also 
mean that if he has no numerous horse artillery, the advantage would be on our side. It would also mean 
that we had every reason to concentrate our entire attention onto this point.  
 


                                                 
187 NB Bevern was thrown out of  his river line and Breslau fortress fell into Austrian hands DGS 
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Point 12. Horse artillery is better than foot artillery in tackling all special 
tasks which confront artillery in the open field,  
But this is especially the case with an army, which can achieve victory only by cunning and skilful 
manoeuvring, rather than by weight of numbers. A considerable force of horse artillery is an essential 
component of armies which can manoeuvre, which, by mutual support of the various arms and skilful use 
of the terrain, by immediate exploitation of the errors of the enemy, replace the advantages, which their 
missing numbers would otherwise give them.  
 
To date, all efforts to give field guns the increased mobility needed in order to be able to execute recent 
tactical designs, have failed. However, horse artillery has solved the problem of guns always being able to 
follow the other arms on the field and in such a way, that delays imposed by difficult terrain may be 
compensated for by increased speed.  
 
Horse artillery has other considerable advantages over foot artillery other than just this increased speed.  


1) When the guns have unlimbered and begin to come into action, their crews are not fatigued bay 
having had to run to get into position as quickly as possible. The functionality of foot artillery 
crews is impaired in such situations. This is almost always the case with foot artillery, especially in 
cases where one cannot stand and await an enemy attack. With the horse artillery, man and horse 
rest alternately; the horses during the firing, the men during the movement.  


2) Horse artillery will never become completely immobile due to heavy losses or tired horses, as the 
mounts of the crews represent a reserve, which may be used as draught horses if needed.  


 
It not infrequently happens in spring and in winter, in cases of prolonged marches, that the roads become 
almost impassable to artillery. In the horse artillery in such cases, one takes six crew mounts, harnesses 
them to a guns for time and thus give the gun team horses a rest.  
 
With all the great advantages of horse artillery, one must ask the question: do these advantages justify 
their increased costs? Or, would a smaller number of horse artillery guns at 8 rounds per gun, be 
compensated for by a larger number of foot artillery guns at 12 ½ rounds per gun? This comparison is 
made by calculating all the rounds carried on the guns, in the batteries and in the park for eight 6-pounder 
horse artillery guns versus those carried for 12 ½ 6-pounder foot artillery guns.  
 
This question can only roughly be answered by those who understand the modern method of waging war 
and who know how to evaluate properly the increased manoeuvrability in the field of the Prussian army. 
It would not be too far-fetched to mention that experienced and skilful commanders of corps in other 
armies, who are familiar with the new methods of waging war, would all prefer to have a battery of eight 
horse artillery guns, rather than a battery of 12 ½ foot artillery guns, as long as the former did not make 
up more than half the total number of their guns. That is to say, that the number of horse artillery guns 
should not be greater than the sum of all the other guns.  
 
This text is followed in the original, from pages 222 – 223, than from pages 256 – 271 with notes, 
referring to examples of how horse artillery was used, based on examples from historic actions. 
Unfortunately, there are no maps or diagrams to allow these examples to be followed, so the effects of 
these lessons are very limited.  
 
I will translate these notes at some point in the future.  
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SOJ-5(12) 
Classification of Artillery 


Hime (1908) 
 
In general there are an indefinite number of modes of classifying a given group of objects, and we 
naturally select that mode which is the most convenient and most useful. For instance, no one would 
divide the British Artillery into the Hong Kong-Singapore Battalion and the rest of the Regiment. To do 
so would answer no useful purpose. 
 
To render any systematic classification possible, we must first settle precisely the names of the objects to 
be classified and ascertain their distinctive differences. With this object we proceed to consider the names 
of the different objects and groups to be classified in the present case, and to point out those differences 
which will be employed here as being the most useful and practical. 
 
Consider the phrase, "Artillery fire." It is equivalent to "the fire carried on by Artillery," where "Artillery" 
implies "guns with their appurtenances—carriages, ammunition, side-arms, &c. &c.—and gunners to serve them." From 
this point of view we may adopt the following definition:- 
 


Field and Horse Artillery 
Artillery means guns, with their appurtenances, and gunners to serve them. This is the widest definition of 
the word, since it embraces both -materiel and personnel. All cannon are movable to a certain degree, but 
only some cannon are sufficiently movable by beasts of burden to take part in the movements and 
manoeuvres of an Army in the field. 
 
Mobility, by a useful convention, expresses any degree of move-ability which enables Artillery, as defined 
above, to share in the manoeuvres of an Army in the field. "Sharing in the manoeuvres of an Army in the field" 
does not include the march of a Siege Train, protected by an escort, to besiege a fortress. 
 
Field Artillery means mobile Artillery, with their means of draught—drivers, beasts of burden, harness, &c. 
It includes all Artillery which can share in the manoeuvres of an Army in the field. The phrase is 
constantly wanted for this purpose, and to employ it to specify any one of the parts of the whole, for 
instance the Field Batteries, gives rise to endless and needless confusion. 
 
Horse Artillery.—Sir Augustus Frazer somewhere expresses a wish that the gun detachments of all Field 
Artillery were mounted on horseback. Let us suppose for a moment that his wish has been gratified, and 
that we have before us a (real) Troop177 and a properly-equipped Field Battery with mounted 
detachments. Nominally, the Field Battery is now Horse Artillery; but is it so really? It certainly is not. 
The Troop is capable of making long movements at a very rapid pace, and this the Battery cannot do; for 
its mobility has been only increased infinitesimally by mounting its detachments on horseback. 
 
Here, then, is the peculiar and distinctive characteristic of Horse Artillery, as Decker rightly and stoutly 
maintained.178 The mounted detachments, however much they may attract the eye, are only a means to an 
end—a means of enabling Horse Artillery to make long movements at a very rapid pace. 
 


                                                 
177 It would simplify matters considerably to give back the old term "Troop" to the Horse Artillery. Field Batteries 
would then become simply "Batteries," and heavy Field Batteries, "Heavy Batteries." "Z Battery, Royal Horse Artillery," 
contains twenty-seven letters. "Z Troop" would convey the same information in six letters. 
178 Muller, i. 90. 
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Napoleon was thinking of Frederick the Great's immediate object in creating Horse Artillery, when he 
said:  


"La Cavalerie ne rend pas de feux, et ne peut se battre qu'a l'arme blanche. C'est pour subvenir a. ce besoin 
qu'on a cre l'Artillerie a cheval."179  


 
Until Frederick's time the Prussian Cavalry used to fire in line at the halt.180 The bad consequences of this 
system were so clear at the battle of Molwitz, 1741, that the King abolished it, and eighteen years 
afterwards formed Horse Artillery, to supply the Cavalry with the fire of which he himself had deprived 
them.  


"Die Kavallerie verlangte eine Feuerwaffe. Ihr sollt sie haben und zwar die beste von der Welt,' ervviederte 
der Konig, und er gab ihr die reitende Artillerie."181  


 
But it became evident in time that the function of Horse Artillery was a broader one than had been 
originally intended, and its use was extended to all duties for which great mobility was indispensable. This 
was Frazer's meaning when he said: "It should never be forgotten that it is to give celerity to the 
movement of guns, and not solely to attend Cavalry, that Artillerymen have been mounted."182 
 
Field Batteries differ from the Horse Artillery in their inability to make long movements at a very rapid 
pace, and from the Heavy Field Batteries in their capacity to cover a considerable distance at a trot. 
 
Heavy Field Batteries are restricted by their weight to a walking pace. 
 
Mountain Batteries differ from the rest of the Field Artillery in having their guns carried, instead of drawn, 
by beasts of burden. 
 
Galloping and Trotting.—In the Tree on p. 119, "galloping" merely means "capable, on occasion, of 
galloping a considerable distance." "Trotting" has a corresponding meaning. 
 


Garrison and Siege Artillery 
Garrison Artillery here means Artillery armed with guns on fixed mountings, for the defence of the fortress 
to which they belong. 
 
Siege Artillery.—In general, the Artillery employed for the attack of fortresses are of two kinds. 
 
The first are armed with heavy guns mounted in various ways, with the exception of guns on fixed 
mountings. They can be transported, by whatever means, to the neighbourhood of the fortress to be 
attacked; but their weight precludes their sharing in the manoeuvres of an Army in the field, and they 
consequently do not possess mobility. The second kind are armed with guns of such a calibre that, when 
properly organised, they can act as Heavy Field Batteries. The first body is here called Siege Artillery. The 
second body is looked upon as Field Artillery, which assists (as it has always assisted— Tables W and Aa) 
in siege operations, whether for the attack or defence. This view of the case may seem somewhat 
arbitrary; but an assumption of some sort is forced upon us by the fact that Heavy Field Batteries and 
Siege Artillery merge into one another as day and night do. Some convention, therefore, is necessary 
when we wish to fix their boundaries for the purpose of classification, and after many trials the writer 
found this one the simplest, most convenient, and most practical. 
 
Fortress Artillery.—Owing to the poverty of the Artillery vocabulary it is necessary (for the purpose of 
classification) to introduce this term, which includes Garrison and Siege Artillery. Fortress Artillery 
possess no mobility. 
 


                                                 
179 In Montholon, iii. 261 
180 Nolan's “Cavalry Tactics," p. 30. 
181 Troschke, Die Beziehungen Friedrich des Grossen zu seiner Artillerie, p. 39 
182 Page 151 
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Bi-functional Classification of Artillery 
The principle of all bifurcate classifications, such as the following, is simply this, that the superior class is 
divided into two inferior classes distinguished by the possession and non-possession of a single difference 
called the "basis."183 For instance, the distinguishing difference between the two white billiard balls is the 
spot which one possesses and the other does not. The difficulty, as in the case of the Siege Artillery, is to 
find a basis. 
 
For the primary division the basis is "mobility," which Field Artillery possesses and Fortress Artillery does 
not. 
 
"Fixed Mountings" is taken for the basis which distinguishes Garrison from Siege Artillery.  
 
Horses and Mules can only move a weight by drawing it or carrying it. Now one branch of Field Artillery 
works in general over ground which forbids the use of wheels. Field Artillery may therefore be looked on 
as consisting of two branches, the one "drawn," the other "not drawn," that is, "carried," by beasts of 
burden. "Drawn" is consequently taken as the basis for a primary division of Field Artillery.  
 
Horses have three distinct paces available for draught—the walk, trot, and gallop. One branch of drawn 
Field Artillery must be capable of making long movements at a very rapid pace. To increase its mobility, 
the calibre of its guns is reduced and its gunners march on horseback. "Galloping" (in the sense already 
explained) may therefore be taken as a basis for the division of drawn Field Artillery.  
 
For similar reasons, "trotting" may be taken for the basis of non-galloping, drawn Field Artillery.  
 


Logical Classification of Artillery 
The classification may be symbolised as follows on the plan of Professor Jevons' logical alphabet:184 
 
Let— 
A = Artillery (as already defined). 
m = immobile 
f = not fixed mountings,  
d = not drawn (i.e. carried),  
g = not galloping,  
t = not trotting. 
M = mobile.  
F = fixed mountings.  
D = drawn (by beasts of burden).  
G = galloping.  
T = trotting.  


                                                 
183 Jevons," Principles of Science," p. 696. The Tree on next page is known in books on Logic as Porphyry's Tree. 
"It is the inevitable and only system which is logically perfect” {Ibid, 694). 
184 William Stanley Jevons (1896) "Studies in Deductive Logic: a manual for students," Macmillan and Co., London, p181. 
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Then-  
Am   = immobile Artillery = Fortress Artillery.  
AmF   = Garrison Artillery.  
Amf  = Siege Artillery.  
AM   = mobile Artillery = Field Artillery.  
AMd   = carried Field Artillery = Mountain Artillery 
AMDTG  = drawn Field Artillery which both trots and gallops = Horse Artillery.  
AMDTg  = drawn Field Artillery which trots but does not gallop = Field Batteries.  
AMDtg  = drawn Field Artillery which neither gallops nor trots = heavy Field Batteries. 
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SOJ 5(15) 
Origins of British Horse Artillery (1761-92) 


Anthony Dawson and Stephen Summerfield 
 
The origins of horse artillery in Britain date back further than the issuing of the royal warrant in 1793. 
Interest in increasing the mobility of field artillery can be traced back to at least the 1760s and the 
introduction of Prussian horse artillery by Frederick the Great and the requirement for mobile artillery in 
North America 
 
In 1762, Major General Phillips237 who commanded the British Artillery and later Burgoyne’s Artillery 
at Saratoga had extensive correspondence with Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick who commanded the 
Anglo-Prussian Army during the Seven Years War (1756-63). This included discussion upon the use of 
Prussian Horse Artillery and the requirements for lighter pieces.238 
 
In the 1780s, the East India Company attached two light-6-pdrs on galloper gun-carriages to each if their 
native cavalry regiments. The 27th Light Dragoons of the British Army received them as well. Previously, 
artillery had been drawn by bullocks and these horse drawn guns showed greater mobility but still 
considered an encumbrance to the cavalry.239 
 


Williams Horse Artillery (1775-77) 
Major Griffiths Williams240 who commanded 5 Coy of 1st Bn between 1766-77 developed a Brigade of 
Horse Artillery equipped with 2x Light 3-pdrs and 2x 6-pdrs of his own design plus 2x Light 4½-in 
Coehorn Howitzers mounted on light two wheeled curricle carriages by a matched pair of horses with the 
driver sitting on a box behind. These could be moved forward with the greatest rapidity.  
 
James (1805) describes the curricle carriage as being of “acknowledged utility” and able to be “moved forward 
with the greatest of rapidity”; he also confirms it being drawn by two horses but in addition that “the 
artilleryman is seated on a box behind the gun” and that “the ammunition tumbrel that accompanied it was drawn by two 
horses and contained 60 rounds of ball cartridge.”241 Being a two wheeled vehicle and driven from behind, they 
had a tendency to overturn on rough ground or at speed. All of 60 gunners were mounted on horses.  
 
At the Battle of Stillwater (19 September 1777), Major Williams led his experimental Horse Artillery. J H 
Browne in “England's Artillerymen” notes that his horse artillery “rushed forwards” under heavy fire to give 
close support of the General Burgoyne’s infantry, and took the Americans by surprise.242 A letter from 
Colonel Samuel Cleveland dated 15 February 1778 noted that “Captain Williams and the Officers and men of 
two companies” were taken prisoner. Major Williams finally returned to England in 1782.  
 
                                                 
237 Phillips, William [Kane List No. 153] In 1758, he commanded the British artillery attached to the Anglo-
Prussian army of Frederick of Brunswick. At Minden (1759), he had batteries commanded by Captain MacBean, 
Drummond and E. Foy. In 1776, he commanded the Royal Artillery in America and on 13 October 1777 was part 
of Burgoyne’s army that surrendered. In 1781, he was exchanged for an American General. He died at St 
Petersburg, Virginia of fever on 13 May 1781.  
238 Caruana (1980) 3-4 
239 Hughes (1971) 16 
240 Williams, Griffiths [Kane List No. 131] Cadet (1744), Fireworker (1745), 1st Lt (1755), Captain-Lieutenant 
(1759), Captain (1760) and Major (1760). He was wounded and taken prisoner at the Battle of Stillwater (18 
September 1777) during the American War of Independence and was promoted to Colonel on his return in 1782. 
He commanded 5th Coy 1st Bn (1766-77) before becoming Commandant of the Woolwich Garrison from July 1789 
until his death in March 1790 
241 James (1805) Gun 
242 Brown (1865) 
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Desaguliers System in America 
In 1778, Desaguliers designed the M1778 Desaguliers block-trail carriage243 had short cheeks supporting 
the artillery piece attached to each side of a single central stock, cut from either a single piece of timber or 
laminated from three pieces. To accompany this he also designed a series of vehicles such as the 
ammunition limber, the ammunition wagon etc... All these had iron axles and 5 foot wheels.  
 
He introduced double draft system to the Royal Artillery with the M1778 Desaguliers ammunition limber 
and ammunition limber. This greatly improved in the mobility of the artillery. It should be noted that the 
Royal Artillery companies still took to the field with carriages in single draft with each three horses 
accompanied by a driver on foot. They observed in 1793-94, the same British wagons supplied to the 
Hanoverians drawn by four horses in double draft and two mounted drivers.244 From 1797, the M1777 
Congreve ammunition limber was modified so it could be used for either single or double draft and was 
used with the M1797 Butler bracket carriages.245 Even as late as 1808, M1777 Congreve ammunition 
limbers required modification upon arriving in the Peninsular. 
 
The Desaguliers equipment was first used in America in 1778 and was attached to Benjamin Thomson’s 
Dragoon Regiment. Here Benjamin Stehelin246 commander of 2nd company of 3rd Royal Artillery 
Battalion.  
 


Congreve investigates Horse Artillery (1779-82) 
In 1779, Captain William Congreve Senior247 was instructed to study the concept of horse artillery. To 
assist in his considerations, Lord Amherst who was Lieutenant General of Ordnance (1772-82) instructed 
him to consult Mr Hugh Elliot,248 Ambassador to Prussia who proposed the forming of a Corps of Horse 
Artillery to operate with the cavalry based upon that used by the Prussians. Congreve considered that Mr 
Elliot had an imperfect knowledge of Prussian horse artillery.249 
 


                                                 
243 Known as the stock trail in America.  
244 Frazer (1859) 50 
245 DDS (2007) 
246 Stehelin, Benjamin [Kane List No. 161] Cadet Gunner (1 Jan 1747), Fireworker (1 Aug 1747), 2nd Lt (29 Oct 
1755), 1st Lt (12 May 1756), Captain-Lieutenant (2 Apr 1757), Captain (23 Oct 1761), Major (6 July 1780), Lt-Col (11 
Mar 1782), Colonel (1 Dec 1782), Maj-Gen (12 Oct 1795) and Colonel Commandant (30 Aug 1794). Participated in 
the Siege of St Philip in Minorca, stationed in Gibraltar (1756) and the Siege of Belle-Isle (1761). Commanded 2 Coy 
of 3rd Bn (1761-81) and Captain-Lieutenant of the Cadet Company from 1777. In 1781, he became the Lieutenant-
Governor of the Royal Military Academy in Woolwich until 1794. In 1782, he undertook speed trails on the 
Desaguliers block-trail and limber. He died at Woolwich 24 September 1794. 
247 Congreve Senior, Sir William [Kane List No. 260] Cadet (1 Mar 1755), Fireworker (4 Feb 1757), 2nd Lt (1 Jan 
1759), 1st Lt (19 June 1761), Captain-Lt (28 May 1768), Captain (18 Dec 1777), Major (10 July 1785), Lt-Col (25 Sept 
1793), Colonel (25 Sept 1795), Maj-Gen (29 Apr 1802), Colonel-Commandant (12 Sept 1803) and Lt-Gen (25 Apr 
1808). During the French-Indian wars, he commanded the artillery on several campaigns. He commanded the 
artillery at the siege of Valenciennes. In 1778, Lord Townsend as Master General of Ordnance instructed Captain 
Congreve to organise a school of instruction in Artillery exercises and machines under the name of the Royal 
Military Repository. In 1783, he was appointed Comptroller of the Royal Laboratory. He died in Charlton on 30 
April 1814. 
248 Hugh Elliot (1752-1830) was the second son of  Sir Gilbert Elliot. In 1768, Hugh entered Oxford University 
and completed his military education at Metz in 1770. At the age of  18, Hugh Elliot was commissioned in the 
Russian army and fought in the campaign against the Turks in the Balkans. At 21, he was appointed as a diplomat to 
Bavaria and in 1776 he was named the British ambassador to Prussia. Elliot then served in Copenhagen for seven 
years. In 1792, he was named as British ambassador to Saxony in Dresden. In 1803 Elliot was sent to Naples which 
was then the capital of  the Kingdom of  the Two Sicilies, where he survived in tempestuous circumstances until his 
recall in 1806. After his recall, the family endured a period of  considerable financial hardship when no postings were 
found for the diplomat for a period of  three years. But upon the death of  Lord Lavington, Elliot was appointed to 
serve as Governor of  the Leeward Islands in the British West Indies from 1809 to 1814. 
249 Caruana (1980) 9 
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M1778 Long 3-pdr on Desaguliers Block-Trail 


[From a Notebook of Sir William Congreve’s Senior (1788)] 
 
Congreve concluded that the best system was where the detachment travelled on vehicles as in Austria 
(from 1774) and Hanover. By his own admission, Congreve made some “trifling additions” to the design of 
the block-trail which were “much approved” by Desaguliers. The additions consisted of the Desaguliers 
carriage “carrying the same apparatus as the Light 6-pdr, to enable them to follow Troopers when dismounted to dislodge 
infantry from strong ground.”250 
 
On 9 January 1782, the Lieutenant-Governor of the Royal Military College in Woolwich, Major 
Benjamin Stehelin, carried out speed trials using eight contractor horses. He had firsthand experience of 
Desaguliers equipment in 1778 in America. The Desaguliers 3-pdr block-trail and ammunition limber 
were drawn by four horses in double draft. The spare ammunition limber was drawn by four horses. Six 
artillerymen rode on the vehicles carrying 100 rounds of ammunition. The trials concluded that the 
Desaguliers system of field artillery was highly advantageous for battalion or cavalry artillery over the 
Williams Principle due to being more manoeuvrable and carrying more ammunition and equipment. 
 


The gun set out from Charlton at 8:45 in the morning and arrived at Croydon at 10:30 which is 11½ miles 
from Charlton performed in1¾ hours, 14 minutes of which was taken up in hills and heavy roads, The 
weather was the very worst possible the wind very high and exceeding heavy rain; the wind was also strong in 
the faces of the men and horses. After waiting 2 hrs 25 mins, the gun set out from Croydon upon its return 
with the same horses; and arrived at Woolwich at a 3:15 in the afternoon, in 2 hrs 28 mins with 20 
minutes taken up in hills and stops. The distance from Croydon to Woolwich is upwards of 30 miles.251  


 
 


 
 


Limbered Desaguliers Long 3-pdr on block trail 
[After Congreve (1788)] 


 
 
Congreve also carried out his own trial using 6 horses.  


On the 16 January 1782, I rode upon the same carriage from Charlton to Croydon drawn by six 
contractor’s horses in 1hr 30mins and back from Croydon to Woolwich drawn by six Port Horses in 1hr 
20mins…the distance from Charlton to Croydon being 1½ miles and from Croydon to Woolwich 13 miles.  
On the 19 March 1782, I rode about Bexleyheath upon the same carriage of 3pdr of 6cwt with three men as 
heavy as myself, and 60 rounds of ammunition, at a rate of 11 mph. It was clearly seen General Desaguliers 
plan of mounting field artillery is superior.252 


 


                                                 
250 Caruana (1980) 9 
251 Transcribed by Anthony L. Dawson from William Congreve (c1782) Notebook in the RAHT Library 
252 Transcribed by Anthony L. Dawson from William Congreve (c1782) Notebook in the RAHT Library 
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M1780 Belford 6-pdr 
In 1776, Blomefield working with General William Belford designed the M1780 Belford 6-pdrs that was 
trialled at Winchester (August-September 1780). 
 


Williams Second System (1785) 
Upon Griffiths Williams return from America in 1782, the now colonel kept experimenting with the idea 
of ultra light horse artillery. In 1780-2, both William Congreve Senior and Benjamin Stephelin carried out 
trials between “Colonel Williams Principle of Horse Artillery” and concluded that General Desaguliers 
System was superior to that of William's. 
 
The Royal Irish Artillery also used curricle guns and howitzers mounted on similar carriages. General 
Charles Vallancey in Ireland called “Curricle guns, a species of Horse Artillery of a very inferior nature.” 
 
By the mid 1780s, William had decided to have a proportion of the gunners should be mounted on the 
carts instead of all the gunners being mounted on horses. In 1788, only 20 mounted (officers, NCOs and 
specialists) with the remaining 40 gunners riding on the gun carriage and the two-wheeled ammunition 
carts.253 The Williams 6-pdrs were drawn by two horses as were their ammunition tumbrels. Each pair of 
guns was commanded by a subaltern. Each gun had an NCOs and nine gunners.  
 
The use of these guns is confirmed by Major General Lawson in his 1802 Memorandum mentions “the 3-
pdrs formerly used by the Horse Artillery” when he modified some hand carts to carry howitzer ammunition 
into curricle carriages drawn by four horses in double draft by using long poles attached to the horses' 
collars, supported by cross beams.254 
 


 
Plan of the M1801 Lawson Curricle Ammunition Curricle Carriage 


[From Lawson (1884 rp 2009) Memorandum of the Artillery Arrangement and Alterations made in carriages,  
harness, Ammunition of the Expedition to Egypt 1801, Plate L Fig 1] 


 
 
 


Duke of Richmond’s Horse Artillery (1788-92) 
In 1788 the Duke of Richmond established a Brigade of Artillery for Cavalry at his personal estate at 
Goodwood. Here the Desaguliers and Williams carriages were compared in field trials.  
 
The Horse Artillery Brigade consisted of four Long 3-pdr Desaguliers on block trail carriages, two 5½-in 
(Royal) Howitzers on block-trail carriages and two Colonel Williams 6-pdr mounted on light curricle 
carriages. The howitzers and Long 3-pdrs were drawn by 4 horses each with two drivers “mounted 
postillion” on the off-side horse accompanied by another ammunition limber and an NCO mounted on a 
horse. The Colonel Williams 6-pdrs mounted on light curricle carriages were drawn by two horses and 
were accompanied by two horse ammunition tumbrels. 
 


                                                 
253 DDS (2007) 114 
254 Lawson (1884) 212 
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The Duke of Richmond (Master General of the Ordnance) commissioned Desaguliers System of 
carriages and rolling stock in 1788. The Williams system was finally abandoned.255 
 
In 1792, the Duke of Richmond formed a commitee to consider the formation of a Brigade of Artillery to 
accompany the Cavalry.256 


Colonel Duncan Drummond [Commandant of the Artillery Garrison at Woolwich]257 
Major William Congreve [Comptroller of the Royal Laboratory]  
Major Thomas Blomefield [Inspector General of Artillery]258 


 
In August 1792, the Duke of Richmond conducted a series of experiments at his private estates of 
Goodwood where gunners were being trained in new gun drill. According to the surviving range tables 
the following were used:- 


 1-pdr Amusettes of 5ft and 7ft 
 M1778 Desaguliers Long 3-pdr 
 M1780 Belford 6-pdr of 5ft 
 M1760 Light Common 6-pdr of 4ft 6in 
 M1788 Blomefield Medium 6-pdr 
 M1788 Blomefield Light 12-pdr 
 M1788 Blomefield Medium 12-pdr 
 M1788 Blomefield Light 5½in Howitzer 


 
These were mounted on M1788 Congreve double-bracket carriage, and the pre-existing Desaguliers 
equipment for the horse artillery.  
 
The conclusion was to equip each Troop with two M1788 light 5½in howitzers, two M1778 long 3-pdr 
Desaguliers and two M1780 light Belford 6-pdr on the Desaguliers block trail.  
 


Royal Horse Artillery (1793) 
The Royal Horse Artillery was not at this time a separate regiment but an integral part of the Regiment of 
Royal Artillery. There was a flow of officers and men between the two. It is interesting that all the 
commanders of Royal Horse Artillery troops were very experienced officers with most having over a 
decade of command experience commanding Royal Artillery Companies. Each Royal Horse Artillery 
troop was intended to be used with the field army having a permanent detachment of gunners, Royal 
Horse Artillery drivers, vehicles and artillery pieces. This could be considered the birth of the modern 
concept of the battery that would have the material, personnel and transport under one command. This 
contrasts with the contemporary use of the term as being an artillery position. The captain commanded 
the troop. Often the troop was split in two with one half commanded by the captain and the other half by 
the 2nd captain commanded. Each pair of guns was normally assigned to a Lieutenant.  
 
On 17 January 1793, the experimental horse artillery received their royal patent to become the Royal 
Horse Artillery.259 A and B Troops were under Robert Lawson260 and John MacLeod.261 On 1 


                                                 
255 DDS (2007) 118 quoting Congreve (1788) 
256 Caruana (1980) 4-5 
257 Drummond, Duncan [Kane List No. 162] Distinguished at Minden (1759). Commanded the Field Train 
Department (1793-5). Died at Woolwich on 27 June 1805. 
258 Blomefield, Sir Thomas (1744-1822) [Kane List No 334] was born at Milton in Kent on 16 June 1744. In 1759, 
he commanded a bomb vessel at the bombardment of Le Havre under Rodney. He was present at the amphibious 
operation at Quiberon Bay. In 1762, Lt Blomefield was present at the capture of Martinique and Havana. Appointed 
ADC to General Conway, Master General of the Ordnance and in 1771 as 1st Lieutenant, he was ADC to the 
Marquis Townshend. In 1776, he was Brigade Major to General Phillips where he constructed the floating batteries 
on the Canadian Lakes and was severely wounded at Saratoga. In 1780, he was appointed Inspector General of the 
Artillery and the Brass Foundry. In his first year in office, 496 new gun barrels failed proof so he applied himself to 
better ways measuring the strength of barrels. Blomefield was placed in sole charge of the proof and examination of 
guns. With Samuel Walker designed a new System of Ordnance, introduced for the Royal Artillery and Royal Navy 
in 1784. In 1807, he led the Artillery in the expedition to Copenhagen and received a baronetcy on 3 November for 
this action. He died at Shooters Hill on 24 August 1822.  
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November 1793, C and D troops were established under Captains E. Howorth262 and J M Hadden263 
respectively. On 9 September 1794, E and F Troops were formed under William Cuppage264 and James 
Butler265 respectively.  
 
In 1800, Captain Alexander MacDonald266 formed a sort of horse artillery from his foot artillery 
company. Each light piece drawn by 6 horses 3 drivers and served by 1 NCO and 7 gunners. The NCO 
and 3 gunners were mounted on horses, 2 gunners upon the limber and 2 gunners on the limber horse. 
The limber had 60 rounds with the spare ammunition was carried by camels.267 In 1803, H Troop was 
formed in Woolwich under Captain Alexander MacDonald.  
 
In 1803, G Troop was formed in Ireland under Captain George Bulteel Fisher.268 
 
In 1805, I. K, L and M Troops were formed under Captain William Millar,269 Charles Godfrey,270 
Nathaniel Foy271 and Robert W. Gardiner272 respectively.273  


                                                                                                                                                        
259 Duncan (1879) II: 34 
260 Lawson, Robert [Kane List No. 369] Cadet (17 July 1758), Fireworker (25 Dec 1759), Major (5 Dec 1793), Lt-
Col (1794) and Colonel (1 Jan 1800). Commanded the first horse artillery battery, A Troop (17 January 1793-1801) 
and supervised the formation of B-D Troop. He was appointed to commanded the artillery in Egypt in 1800 under 
Sir Ralph Abercrombie and wrote a memorandum [Lawson (1884 rp 2009) by DP&G] He was severely wounded at 
battle of Alexandria (21 March 1801). In 1803, he was employed in planning the defence of London and supervised 
the extensive new works of the Chatham Lines. Maj-Gen (25 Apr 1808) and Lt-Gen (4 June 1813) and died in 
Woolwich on 25 February 1816. 
261 MacLeod, Sir John [Kane List No. 456] Cadet (1 Feb 1767), 2nd Lt (15 Mar 1771), 1st Lt (7 July 1779), Captain-
Lt (9 Jan 1783), Captain (14 May 1790), Major (6 Mar 1795), Lt-Col (21 Aug 1797), Colonel (20 July 1804), Maj-Gen 
(25 Oct 1809), Colonel Commandant (1 May 1814) and Lt-Gen (4 June 1814). Commanded the Artillery at the 
battle of Guildford (15 Mar 1781). On his return to Woolwich, he held the posts Chief of the Ordnance Staff, 
Deputy Adjutant General and Director General of Artillery. Commanded a company of 2nd Bn before B Troop 
RHA (17 Jan 1793-6 Nov 1800) [from 2nd Bn], the RA at Walcheren (1809). In 1820, he was knighted and invested 
with the Grand Cross of the Royal Guelphic Order. He died in Woolwich on 26 Jan 1841. 
262 Sir Edward Howorth [Kane List No. 484] Served in America and was taken prisoner at Saratoga (7 Oct 1777). 
Commanded 9th Coy 3rd Bn (1793) then supervised the formation of C Troop (1793-9). He commanded the Royal 
Artillery (Apr 1809- July 1811) including at Talavera (27-28 July 1809), Busaco (27 Sept 1810) and Fuentes d’Onoro 
(3-5 May 1811).  
263 James M. Hadden [Kane List No. 495] Cadet (2 Apr 1771), 2nd Lt (26 Jan 1774), 1st Lt (7 July 1779), Captain-
Lieutenant (7 Mar 1784), Captain (15 Aug 1793), Major (1 Aug 1800), Lt-Col (14 Oct 1801), Colonel (1 June 1806) 
and Maj-Gen (4 June 1811). Present at the battle of Stillwater (1777). Commanded 1st Coy 2nd Bn (1793) then D 
Troop RHA (1 Nov 1793-31 July 1800). Secretary to Master General (1801-04), Surveyor General of Ordnance 
(1804-10). Died at Harpenden, Hertfordshire on 29 Oct 1817. 
264 Cuppage, William (1756-1832) [Kane List 459] Cadet (1 Mar 1768), 2nd Lt (15 Mar 1771), 1st Lt (7 July 1779), 
Captain-Lt (28 Feb 1782), Captain (22 May 1790), Major (20 Jan 1796), Lt-Col (17 Jan 1798), Colonel (20 July 1804), 
Colonel-Commandant (21 Nov 1815), Maj-Gen (25 July 1810) and Lt-Gen (18 Aug 1819). Wounded during the 
siege of Gibraltar (13 Sept 1782). Commanded 1st Coy 1st Bn (1790), E troop (9 Sept 1794-24 Jan 1796), the Royal 
Artillery in Minorca (1800) and rendered special service in forwarding the artillery to Egypt. From 3 September 1809 
until his death, he was Inspector of the Royal Carriage Department and did a great deal to .standardise carriage 
designs. He also designed the mountain guns that were used in the late Peninsular. Died at Shooter’s Hill on 9 
November 1852 [DDS (2007) 105 & 156] 
265 Butler, James [Kane List No. 509] Cadet (1 Oct 1772), 2nd Lt (11 Jan 1776), 1st Lt (7 July 1779), Captain-
Lieutenant (10 July 1785), Captain (1 Mob 1793), Major (18 Apr 1801), Lt-Col (11 Feb 1802), Brevet Colonel; (25 
July 1810), Maj-Gen (4 June 1813) and Lt-Gen (27 May 1825). Commanded 3 Coy 2nd Bn (1793-4) then F Troop (9 
Sept 1794-8 Sept 1801) then Invalid Bn (12 Apr 1802). Lieutenant-Governor of the Royal Military College at 
Sandhurst (July 1811-1 May 1819). He retired on full pay and died at Holt Lodge, Kintbury in Berkshire on 18 
August 1836.  
266 Alexander MacDonald [Kane List No. 1174] Served with A Troop from June 1809 until July 1814 in the 
Peninsular and as 2nd Captain of H Troop at Waterloo was severely wounded. Swabey (13 Nov 1811) bought a 
greyhound from him. Died in May 1856. 
267 Cator (1850) II: 516 
268 Sir George Bulteel Fisher [Kane List No. 677] Commanded 2nd Coy 3 Bn (1801), G Troop (1801-2), 5th Coy 1st 
Bn (1802-3) and E Troop (1803-6) before commanding the Royal Artillery in the Peninsular from June 1812 until 25 
May 1813 when he resigned in protest of Wellington wanting Lt-Col Alexander Dickson to command the Allied 
Artillery. Obtained the rank of Lt-Col (28 June 1808) and finally Maj-Gen (27 May 1825). In 1827, Commandant of 
Woolwich Garrison and died on 8 March 1834. 
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